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Reply from an e-mail sent to me:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-fPNIIcHRQ 11:10 - 12:50

This jew (Yakov Sverdlov's grandchild or something like that) claims his ancestors are the founders of Russia who are Viking JEWS. People are believing him. This is terrible. He said KGB investigated him and they were surprised because his lineage is so important in history. Now, Russians are jews. Everyone on earth is jew...

Jews make up all these lies and more, they claim everyone is jewish, their enemies, whole Nations, etc, yet at the same time, they claim nobody is jewish and the jewish race doesn't even exist, and that it's all an invention in the diseased minds of the racists.

At the same time, they chant curses against other races, and explicitly say that all the "Goyim" are to be made extinct or even worse, enslaved in their books. Jews contradict their own claims all the time, with the reality of them only proven by what they truly follow. The bible is enough proof of this, same as the strict "racial" and cultural laws they follow.

When it comes to Gentile cultures, they want to assimilate and destroy, so they say that nothing ever really mattered at all and to assimilate it all or resort to atheism. When it comes to THEIR culture, they have the "Real culture" and they are willing to kill anyone for going against it, even other "Jews". When a jew doesn't act like a Jew, they call them an "Amalekite", which is a term for being a bastard of another "Race", but also implies that the "Jewish soul" has been diluted.

Yet, you will see them on TV preaching to everyone melting pot theories and other confusion based arguments, to confuse us all.

In the meanwhile, of the above hypocrisy commencing, the jews in Israel are checking for DNA tests and even if certain indicators point to "jewishness" or whatever "hallmarks" they find in their DNA. But even the DNA aspect is not enough for them...

They also ask for heavy proof to prove an actual lineage of having truly being a
practicing religious jew [instead of just having some admixture, which they don’t really consider enough for Israeli citizens]. They consider this alright for the diaspora, but not for the pure "Israelis". Then, full on racial choice councils are convening in order to decide whom will be allowed in Israel or not.

The reality is that the Jews are basically rather marginal in this world as a number, even mixed jews or part jews, and that the only real concentration of pure jewishness is in Israel and Israeli diaspora [jews living abroad] with anything else being mostly details that not even the top rabbis take seriously.

Some even more radical Rabbis, do also hate on the "diaspora" and claim that they deserved to be holocausted among other things, or that they deserve death for living in "Sodom and Gomorrah" which is the United States or Europe. They are in other words, paranoid when it comes to potential admixtures.

Many more lies have been written about every Nation on earth being "Part of the 12 tribes" and other fake bogus claims that are endless, which jews used to confuse random Nations to consider them and steal their Nation through infiltration and pretending everyone was a jew. Based on this, a lot of pseudohistory and confusion has been created.

The so called "12 tribes of Israel" is not literal history, but has to do with aspects of the soul and this has been another stolen allegory from Egyptian lore. The "12 Tribes" of Isis, Ra and El has to do with different types of energies in the soul which are to be united into one. Sacred knowledge like this was cast down to the most inferior level by the jews, who merely used it for infiltration and global manipulation purposes.

Jews have claimed based on their interest that Norwegians, Swedes, Japanese, Greeks, Arabs, Blacks, basically everyone on this planet is "Descended from Jews" or is a "Jew". That is a common tactic for creating historical and religious confusion, and has nothing to do with reality, which reality is that none of the people the jews claimed are "part of them" are in any way part of them.

It's also designed to attack "Nativism" or the belief that certain people have a certain race, assimilating them forcefully. At the same exact time, jews are at their utmost they have ever been to distinguish themselves from what they externally claim is the "Single and ONE mass of humanity".

In fact, the hybridized race of jews might contain from "all Nations", but they have nothing in common with any of them. Hiding their origins and their agenda has been integral to their success, but now that they are exposed and "The Goyim know", everyone can see clearly behind their lies and boundless hypocrisy.